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dc and ac magnetic properties of two thin-walled superconducting Nb cylinders with a rectangular
cross-section are reported. Magnetization curves and the ac response were studied on as-prepared
and patterned samples in magnetic fields parallel to the cylinder axis. A row of micron-sized antidots
(holes) was made in the film along the cylinder axis. Avalanche-like jumps of the magnetization are
observed for both samples at low temperatures for magnetic fields not only above Hc1, but in fields
lower than Hc1 in the vortex-free region. The positions of the jumps are not reproducible and they
change from one experiment to another, resembling vortex lattice instabilities usually observed for
magnetic fields larger than Hc1. At temperatures above 0.66Tc and 0.78Tc the magnetization curves
become smooth for the patterned and the as-prepared samples, respectively. The magnetization
curve of a reference planar Nb film in the parallel field geometry does not exhibit jumps in the
entire range of accessible temperatures. The ac response was measured in constant and swept dc
magnetic field modes. Experiment shows that ac losses at low magnetic fields in a swept field mode
are smaller for the patterned sample. For both samples the shapes of the field dependences of losses
and the amplitude of the third harmonic are the same in constant and swept field near Hc3. This
similarity does not exist at low fields in a swept mode.

PACS numbers: 74.25.F-, 74.25.Op, 74.70.Ad

I. INTRODUCTION

Penetration of magnetic flux into hollow superconduct-
ing cylinders is a long standing field of interest. The
Little-Parks effect and the quantization of trapped flux
were intensively studied during the last fifty years [1–3].
Recent advances in nanotechnology have made it possi-
ble for studying experimentally superconducting proper-
ties of thin films with different arrays of antidots, see
for example, [4] and references therein. In particular,
for the observation of the aforementioned effects, cylin-
ders or antidots of small diameter are required. At the
same time, the study of hollow thin-walled cylinders with
macroscopic sizes in magnetic fields parallel to its axis
has been much less well studied. It was expected that
quantum phenomena cannot be observed in such sam-
ples because of the fact that one flux quanta for cylin-
ders with a cross section area of ≈ 1 cm2 corresponds
to a magnetic field about 10−7 Oe. In this case magne-
tization will be a smooth function of the magnetic field.
However, experimental results obtained recently for thin-
walled macroscopic cylinders do not agree with this ex-
pectation. Namely, in such Nb cylinders we succeeded
in monitoring the magnetic moment of the current cir-
culating in the walls and observed dc magnetic moment
jumps even in fields much lower than Hc1 of the film
itself [5]. So far it is not clear what mechanism is respon-
sible for such flux jumps. Under an axial magnetic field
the cylinder walls screen weak external fields, provided
that L ≡ Rd/λ2 ≫ 1, where R is the cylinder radius,

d is the wall thickness, and λ is the London penetration
depth [2, 6, 7]. Therefore, it is expected, that a dc mag-
netic field, H0, will penetrate into the cylinder as soon
as the current in the wall exceeds the critical current and
no field penetration should be observed at lower fields.
Only above Hc1, vortices created at the outer cylinder
surface can move into the cylinder. For a magnetic field
oriented perpendicular to the Nb film surface such vortex
motion leads to flux jumps [8, 9]. These flux jumps were
interpreted as a thermomagnetic instability of the criti-
cal state. It was demonstrated that in a sample with an
array of antidots flux jump propagates along the antidots
row [10].
Nucleation of the superconducting phase in a thin

surface sheath in decreasing magnetic fields parallel to
the sample surface was predicted by Saint-James and
de Gennes [11]. They showed that nucleation occurs in
a magnetic field H0 ≤ Hc3 ≈ 1.695Hc2. Experimen-
tal confirmations of this prediction were obtained soon
after their work appeared. The experimental methods
for this confirmation were dc resistivity and ac suscep-
tibility measurements [12]. It was found that low fre-
quency losses in superconductors in surface supercon-
ducting states (SSS) can exceed losses in the normal
state [12, 13].
A swept dc magnetic field qualitatively changes the

character of the ac response. Specifically, the penetration
of the ac magnetic field into the sample takes place not
only for Hc2 < H0 < Hc3 but also for Hc1 < H0 < Hc2,
in sharp contrast to the case of constant dc fields [14–
16]. The effect of a swept dc field can more suitably be
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investigated by using hollow thin-walled superconducting
cylinders, rather than by bulk samples, because one can
control the field transmission through their walls. Previ-
ously, we have shown [17] that in a thin-walled cylinder
in the mixed state, the effect of sweeping a dc field on the
ac response is due to an enhancement of the vortex mo-
tion through the wall. Above Hc2, however, this picture
is no longer appropriate and the experimental data were
explained within the framework of a simple relaxation
model [5].
The goal of this paper is to study how antidots af-

fect the penetration of dc and ac magnetic fields into
thin-walled superconducting Nb cylinders of macroscopic
sizes, with a rectangular cross section. We show that at
low enough temperatures for both, a flat and a patterned
samples, even in the vortex-free regime at H < Hc1, the
dc magnetic field penetrates through the cylinder walls
in an “avalanche”-like fashion. Jumps of the dc mag-
netic moment also become apparent at fields above Hc1

at low temperatures. For both samples, the field values
at which jumps occur vary from one measurement to an-
other, indicating that one deals with transitions between
metastable states. At temperatures above 0.66Tc and
0.78Tc the magnetization curves become smooth for the
patterned and the as-prepared sample, respectively.
The ac response of both cylinders was studied in the

point-by-point and swept field modes. In these, the sig-
nals of the first, second and third harmonics were mea-
sured concurrently. The ac response of as-prepared and
patterned samples is qualitatively different in a swept
field mode.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The cylindrical samples were prepared by dc mag-
netron sputtering at room temperature on a rotated sap-
phire substrate. The sizes of the substrate with rounded
corners (radius 0.2 mm) are 1.5× 3× 7.5 mm3. We fab-
ricated, therefore, a thin-walled hollow superconducting
cylinder with a rectangular cross section. The nominal
film thickness of both samples was d = 100 nm. A sketch
of the sample geometry is presented in Fig. 1.
The reference sample A was kept as-grown, while the

second one, sample B, was patterned with a row of an-
tidots at the mid of the larger surface over the entire
length of the sample. The row of antidots was milled
by focused ion beam (FIB) in a scanning electron mi-
croscope (FEI, Nova Nanolab 600). The beam parame-
ters were 30 kV/0.5nA, while the defocus and blur were
560µm and 3µm, respectively. The pitch was equal to
the antidot center-to-center distance of 1.8µm and the
number of beam passes needed to mill 150nm-deep anti-
dots was 2000. The antidots row with a length of 7.5mm
was milled by iteratively stitching the processing window
with a long size of 400µm. SEM images of the patterned
surface of sample B are shown in Fig. 2. The antidots
have an average diameter of 1.5µm and an average edge-

2D

Ls

x

y

z

Ws

substrate
Nb film

H0, h row of
antidots

FIG. 1. Sketch of the B sample. Here Ls = 7.5 mm, Ws = 3
mm, and 2D = 1.4 mm are the substrate length, width and
thickness, respectively. Both dc and ac fields were parallel to
Z-axis. Dimensions are not to scale.

to-edge distance of 300 nm.
The dc magnetic properties were measured using a

commercial superconducting quantum interference de-
vice (SQUID), Quantum Desing MPMS5, magnetome-
ter. The ac response was measured by the pick-up coil
method. The sample was inserted into one coil of a bal-
anced pair of coils, and the unbalanced signal was mea-
sured by means of lock-in amplifier. The ac magnetic
susceptibilities were measured in absolute units, see [18].
A “home-made” measurement cell of the experimental
setup was adapted to the SQUID magnetometer. A block
diagram of the experimental setup can be found else-
where [18].
The ac response as a function of the dc field were car-

ried out by two methods: (i) - point-by-point (PBP)
mode, where the dc field was kept constant during the
measurement, and (ii) - swept field (SF) mode, where
the dc field was ramped with a rate of 20 Oe/s. Both ex-
ternal ac and dc fields were directed parallel to cylinder
axis and hence, to the film surface.

III. RESULTS

A. dc magnetization

The upper and lower panels of Fig. 3 show the tem-
perature dependences of the magnetic moments, M0, in
magnetic field 20±2 Oe, of samplesA andB, respectively.
The critical temperatures, Tc, of both samples are almost
the same, 8.3 K, the transition width for sample A is 1.3
K but 2.7 K for sample B. Sample B demonstrates a
two-stage transition, see the inset to the lower panel of
Fig. 3. At low temperatures, the magnetic moment of
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FIG. 2. SEM images of the surface of sample B. The antidots
have an average diameter of 1.5 µm and an average edge-to-
edge distance of 300 nm. An overview SEM image is presented
in the bottom panel where the row of FIB-milled antidots is
clearly seen.

sample A is a factor of two larger than that of sample
B. Temperature and field dependences of the magnetic
moment were measured after cooling the sample down to
the desired temperatures in zero field (ZFC).
The M0(H0) dependences for samples A and B at 4.5

K are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4. The magneti-
zation curves in the ascending branch were measured in
the hysteresis mode with 5 Oe step at low fields. Fig. 4
shows that the Hc2 values are different. Determination
of Hc2 for sample B is less accurate than that of sam-
ple A, due to the magnetic moment relaxation, which at
high fields is larger for sample B [19]. An expanded view
of the magnetization curves at low fields is shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 4. The fields of the first jumps, H∗,
are around 20 Oe and 10 Oe, while the number of jumps
in magnetic fields up to 100 Oe are 5 and 7 for samples
A and B, respectively. Jumps of the magnetic moment
were observed in a wide range of magnetic fields, includ-
ing fields below Hc1 for both samples. This behavior is
reminiscent of magnetic flux jumps in Nb thin films for
H0 perpendicular to the film surface [8, 9]. The jumps
observed in these papers were interpreted as a thermo-
magnetic instability of the Abrikosov vortex lattice [8, 9].
However, existence of jumps in fields below than Hc1 and
parallel to the surface have been reported in our recent
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Temperature dependences of the mag-
netic moment of samples A and B, upper and lower panels,
respectively. Inset to lower panel shows temperature depen-
dence of M0 of B sample near Tc.

work only [5]. Hc1 is ≈ 350 Oe at 4.5 K in our samples.
Direct determination of Hc1 for thin-walled cylindrical
samples is impossible due to magnetic moment jumps at
low fields. However, the estimation of Hc1 can be done
using magnetization curves of the planar film as it shown
in inset to Fig.13.

B. ac response

The effective ac magnetic susceptibility of the sample
in the external field H(t) = H0(t) + hac sin(ωt) is given
by

M(t) = V hac

∑

n

{χ′

n sin(nωt)− χ
′′

n cos(nωt)}, (1)

and it exhibits the appearance of the ac field penetration
into the sample, i.e. χ

′

1 6= −1/4π, ac losses χ
′′

1 > 0
and harmonics of the fundamental frequency, χn. Here,
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FIG. 4. (Color online). M0(H0) of samples A and B af-
ter ZFC, upper panel. Expanded view of the magnetization
curves in low magnetic fields for samples A and B, lower
panel.

M(t) is the magnetic moment of the sample and V is its
volume. In what follows we consider the results of the ac
measurements in both PBP and SF modes.
The real and imaginary components of the ac suscep-

tibility at 4.5 K for both samples measured in the PBP
mode as a function of H0 at two frequencies are shown in
Fig. 5. Almost complete screening up to 12.5 kOe of the
ac field by the superconducting walls is observed for both
samples. This value is higher than Hc2 = 11±0.5 kOe of
sample A (Fig. 4, upper panel). Complete screening of
ac fields by a type II superconductor at low frequencies
(ω ≪ ωp, here ωp is a depinning frequency) and ampli-
tudes of excitation (ac current much lower than depinning
current) in dc fields lower than Hc2 was observed years
ago [14]. The frequency dispersion of χ1 is weak for both
samples. Third critical magnetic field was determined us-
ing ac data as follows. At low amplitude of excitation a
loss peak located between Hc2 and Hc3. Losses disappear
at H0 > Hc3 because in a normal state δ >> d. Here δ
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FIG. 5. (Color online). Field dependences of χ1(H0) of sam-
ples A and B in the PBP mode at 1465 and 293 Hz, upper
and lower panels, respectively. Measurements were done at
4.5 K. Arrows on the lower panel show Hc3 for both samples.

is a skin depth in a normal state. Such determination of
Hc3 was proposed years ago by Rollins and Silcox [12].
The lower panel of Fig.5 shows an example of determina-
tion of the third critical magnetic field. It was found that
Hc3 ≈ 17.5± 0.5 and 16± 0.5 kOe at 4.5 K for A and B
samples, respectively. Hc3/Hc2 ≈ 1.6 for sample A. An
accurate determination of Hc2 for sample B is difficult,
due to magnetic relaxation, as discussed above. The ab-
sorption line, χ

′′

1 (H0), near Hc3 is different for samples
A and B. Thus, this line is nonuniform for sample A
and it is uniform but broadened for sample B. The ac
response of superconductors even at very low amplitude
of excitation, e.g., less than 1 Oe, is strongly nonlinear in
the SSS [12, 17]. The second harmonic signal is absent
in the PBP mode in the entire range of magnetic fields.
At the same time, the third-harmonic signal exists in the
vicinity of Hc3 only. The absence of the second harmonic
in PBP mode is a common feature for the bulk samples
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FIG. 6. (Color online). Field dependences of χ3 of samples
A and B (upper and lower panels, respectively) in the PBP
mode at 4.5 K.

as well [20]. Fig. 6 shows the field dependences of χ3,

χ2,3 ≡
√

(χ
′

2,3)
2 + (χ

′′

2,3)
2, in PBP mode for samples A

and B, in the upper and lower panels, respectively. Per-
turbation theory with respect to the amplitude of excita-
tion is not applicable for interpreting these experimental
data. For example, according to perturbation theory, χ3

should be proportional h2
ac and this is not the case in our

findings, Fig. 6. It is known that perturbation theory
cannot explain experimental data for bulk samples too
[12, 16]. We also note that there is a difference for the
third harmonic signal between samples A and B in the
PBP mode.

A swept field affects the ac response more strongly at
low frequencies or/and low excitation amplitudes for a
given sweep rate. This was confirmed in experiments
with bulk and thin-walled cylinders samples [15, 16] and
[5, 17], respectively. Fig. 7 shows the field dependences
χ1 for both samples A and B in the PBP and SF modes
at 293 Hz and amplitude 0.04 Oe. The difference between
the PBP and SF modes can easily be seen for both sam-
ples. The ac response at low magnetic fields in the SF
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FIG. 7. (Color online). Field dependences of χ1 for samples
A and B (upper and lower panels, respectively) in the PBP
and SF modes at 293 Hz and an excitation amplitude of 0.04
Oe. Measurements were done at 4.5 K.

mode are fluctuating due to magnetic flux jumps, Fig. 4.
Near Hc3 the curves of χ1 coincide well in PBP and SF
modes for both samples, Fig. 7. The difference between
the two samples in the SF mode is very pronounced in
fields above 5 kOe. In particular, χ

′′

1
is a smooth function

of the dc field for sample A, but for sample B it shows
step-like features in fields near 7 and 10 kOe.

A nonlinearity can clearly be seen not only in the sec-
ond and third harmonics, but in the first harmonic too.
Fig. 8 shows the field dependences of χ1 of samples A
and B at hac = 0.04 and 0.2 Oe and T = 4.5 and 5.5 K
in the SF mode. Panels a and b demonstrate: (i) that at
low magnetic fields, losses in sample A are significantly
larger than losses in sample B and: (ii) an increase of
the excitation amplitude leads to a decrease of χ1

′′ for
both samples. At hac = 0.2 Oe for H0 > 5 kOe there is
a plateau and χ

′′

1
for both samples coincides with high

precision. The plateau in the SF mode at high excitation
amplitudes was observed at T = 4.5 K, Fig. 8c and also
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FIG. 8. (Color online). Field dependences of χ1 for samples A
and B in the SF mode at 5.5 K (panels a and b, respectively)
and 4.5 K (panel c).

at 5.5 K for, Fig. 8b. It appears that in this range of
magnetic fields and at high enough amplitude, the first
harmonic signal of the two samples is almost identical.
However, a qualitative difference remains for the signals
of the second and third harmonics, see Figs. 9 and 10.

As for the second harmonic signal it is absent for both
samples in the whole range of magnetic fields in the PBP
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FIG. 9. (Color online). Field dependences of χ3 of A and
B samples (upper and lower panels, respectively) in the SF
mode at 4.5 K.

mode, but becomes visible in the SF mode. Fig. 10 shows
the field dependences of χ2 in the SF mode. Perturbation
theory cannot explain the data for χ2 in the SF mode and
χ3 in both modes. In accordance to this theory one could
expect that χ3 ∝ h2

ac and χ2 ∝ hac. However, this is not
the case in our experiment at any magnetic field. In our
experiment, an increase of the excitation amplitude leads
to a suppression of χ2. In the SF mode χ2 is larger than
χ3 under the conditions of the experiment, see Figs. 9
and 10. We note that the data for χ1, χ2 and χ3 fluctuate
strongly at fields lower than 4 kOe at 4.5 K for sample
A due to magnetic flux jumps.

It is interesting to note the following concerning the re-
lation between field dependences of χ

′′

1
and χ3. Figs. 11

and 12 show field dependences of normalized χ
′′

1
and χ3

for samples A and B. Upper panels in both figures corre-
spond to the PBP mode and lower panels to SF mode. At
low magnetic fields χ

′′

1 and χ3 are very small in the PBP
mode for both samples. Both signals become measurable
near Hc3 and the shape of these signals is identical with
high precision. In the SF mode the shapes of χ

′′

1
and

χ3 are again the same in the vicinity of Hc3. However,
at low magnetic fields this similarity vanishes in the SF
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mode. Such similarity in the PBP mode can be proved
in the frame of perturbation theory [22], but it has not
yet proven in the general case which we face in our ex-
periment.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. dc magnetization curves

The physical reasons for the observed flux jumps at
small magnetic fields are not clear. One can suggest that
the alignment of the magnetic field with respect to the
sample surface is not perfect. Indeed, the latter cannot
be ruled out completely, and a small field component
perpendicular to the surface, H⊥, should create vortices
which might be responsible for the flux jumps at small
magnetic fields. Hence, one may expect that flux jumps
could be present at small magnetic fields in a reference
planar film as well. This assumption has been examined
in an additional control experiment with a reference pla-
nar film. Figure 13 displays ascending branches of the
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FIG. 11. (Color online). Field dependences of normalized χ
′′

1

and χ3 of sample A in point-by-point and swept field modes
(upper and lower panels, respectively). The shapes of χ”

1 and
χ3 are with high accuracy identical in PBP and SF modes
nearHc3. This similarity breaks in a SF mode at low magnetic
fields.

magnetization curves of the planar Nb film of 240 nm
thickness sputtered onto a silicon substrate, for the mag-
netic field inclination angles ϕ = 0◦, 10◦, and 45◦. For
ϕ = 10◦ and 45◦ the component H⊥ ≈ 0.17H0 and
H⊥ ≈ 0.71H0, respectively. Vortices created by this field
component exist at small magnetic fields. This experi-
ment demonstrates that in small fields the magnetic mo-
ment is a linear function of the magnetic field value and
vortices created by H⊥ do not induce any flux jumps at
small fields. The magnetic moment at small fields re-
mains a linear function of the magnetic field for planar
films of different thicknesses. Magnetic moment jumps
first appear in the magnetization curve at inclination an-
gles larger than 10◦. Such a field inclination angle is at
least a factor of 3 larger than the orientational misalign-
ment of the sample orientation with respect to the field
direction in our experiment. Therefore, the results ob-
tained for planar films suggest that the vortices created
by the small field component perpendicular to the surface
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of χ”

1 and χ3 of sample B in point-by-point and swept field
modes (upper and lower panels, respectively). The shapes of
χ”

1 and χ3 are with high accuracy identical in PBP mode and
in large fields in SF mode.

are not the cause for magnetic moment jumps at small
magnetic fields in the cylindrical samples.

The experimental data demonstrate the existence of
magnetic instabilities in fields lower than Hc1. At 4.5 K,
the flux starts to penetrate into the cylinders A and B
at H0 = 20 and 10 Oe, respectively, Fig. 4 (lower panel).
The field of the first jump, H∗, is defined by the some
critical current (not to be confused with a depairing cur-
rent). If we assume that the critical current density in
the isthmus between two antidots is the same as in the
film, then the ratio H∗

B/H
∗

A should be ≈ 0.16. However,
the experiment shows that this ratio is about 0.5, see
Fig. 4. This means that the critical current density in
the isthmuses is higher than in the as-prepared film. We
note that the ratio of the magnetic moments in ZFC in
field 20 Oe for samples B and A is 0.5, see Fig. 3. In
accordance to the thermodynamic criterion [5] H∗ ∝

√
d.

ComparisonH∗ for A sample and samples from [5] shows
that the thermodynamics cannot describe these magne-
tization jumps in samples without antidots.
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FIG. 13. Ascending branches of magnetization curves of pla-
nar film in parallel and tilted magnetic fields. Inset shows
determination of Hc1 of the planar film.

It was demonstrated that at low temperature and at
magnetic fields higher than some critical value, Hth, the
magnetization curve becomes smooth and Hth is suffi-
ciently larger in the sample with an array of antidots [4].
The latter experiments were carried out with the field
perpendicular to the film surface. In our case we deal
with the row of antidots and the magnetic field parallel
to the surface. We believe that this is the main reason
why Hth is lower for the sample with antidots, see upper
panel of Fig. 4. We have to mention that the difference
between perpendicular and parallel geometries is crucial.
For example vortex velocity in the perpendicular geome-
try is a few orders magnitude larger than for the parallel
one, see Ref. [17].

B. ac response

The field dependences of χ1(H0) in the PBP mode are
different for A and B samples, Fig. 5. Losses appear and
screening decreases in magnetic fields above Hc2. Near
Hc3 there is a loss peak and the shape of this peak is
different for samples A and B. The shape of the loss
peak for sample A is nonuniform and for sample B it is
broadened. The third critical field of sample A is larger
than for sample B, Fig. 5 lower panel. However, the
determination of Hc3 for sample B is questionable.

The difference in the ac response of samples A and
B becomes qualitative in the SF mode, Figs. 7, 9 and
10. Whereas the field dependences of χ1, χ2 and χ3 are
smooth for sample A, they have peculiarities in 7 and 10
kOe for sample B. As we have mentioned above, the data
for χ1, χ2 and χ3 are noisy and fluctuating at fields lower
than 4 kOe at 4.5 K and 2 kOe at 5.5 K due to magnetic
flux jumps. The behavior of the ac response in the SF
mode has some similar features for both samples. Thus,
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an increase of the excitation amplitude and frequency
leads to a decrease of χ

′′

1
in fields down to Hc2 and χ2

in the whole field range. The reason for this behavior is
the following. The main physical parameter defining the

difference between the PBP and SF modes is Q = Ḣ0

ωhac

[15, 21]. The PBP mode corresponds to Q = 0. Param-
eter Q decreases with the excitation amplitude and/or

frequency tending to zero. This is why χ
′′

1
and χ2 de-

crease with h0 and ω and in consequence of this in the
SF mode perturbation theory is not applicable. In the
limiting case of high frequencies, for example, in the GHz
range, a swept field with sweep rate of few tens or hun-
dred oersted per second does not affect the ac response
[23].

The ac response of sample A in the SF mode is similar
to that reported in our previous papers [5, 17]. In this

sample we observe a smooth field dependence of χ
′′

1
, χ2

and χ3. The models proposed in [5, 17] can explain the
experimental data for sample A in magnetic fields lower
and higher than Hc2. The case with the sample B is more
complicated. It turned out that χ

′′

1
at magnetic fields of

4 kOe (H0 < Hc2) is lower for sample B than for sample
A, see Fig. 8c. The following may be the reason for this.
Vortex pinning and the current induced by ac and swept
fields play an important role in ac response in a swept
magnetic field [17]. The area under the row of antidots
is much smaller than the total film area. This is why
vortex pinning by this row antidots cannot explain loss
reduction. At the same time the total induced current is
lower in sample B than in sample A, Fig. 3. This reduces
the forces dragging vortices into the substrate and leads
to loss reduction [17]. The jump at H0 ≈ 5 kOe takes
place only for sample B, see Figs. 9 and 10. At fields
higher than the jump field the losses for both samples at
hac = 0.2 Oe are equal, panels b and c of Fig. 8. The
weakening of pinning in high magnetic fields could be a
cause for such behavior.

The nature of the jump of χ3,2 in magnetic fields of
10 kOe (see panels b of Figs.9 and 10) for sample B in
SF mode is not clear. ac amplitude is not smeared this
jump completely in contrast with χ

′′

1
, see panels a and c

of Fig.8. This jump takes place in magnetic fields near
Hc2 of sample B. Decreasing of ac losses and harmonics
jump near Hc2 in a swept field was observed in single
crystal Nb [16, 24]. However, single crystal Nb has a well
defined vortex structure and Hc2 but it is not the case
with our sample.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the dc and ac magnetic properties
of thin-walled cylinders of superconducting Nb with and
without a row of antidots. Experiment showed that the
critical current density is higher in the isthmus between
antidots than in the film itself. The dc magnetization
curves demonstrate an ”avalanche”-like penetration of
the magnetic flux into the cylinder for both samples. The
effect was observed at a temperature of 4.5 K and com-
pletely disappeared at 7 and 5.5 K for samples A and B,
respectively. Such a behavior resembles a thermomag-
netic instability of vortices but it was observed in fields
below Hc1 of the films, i.e. in a vortex-free state. The
effect of end faces, consisting in that the magnetic force
lines is bending near the sample ends, could be another
reason for flux jumps. The influence of the sample end
faces on the flux jumps in such samples has to be studied
using a local probe technique.
The ac response of thin-walled cylinders with and with-

out antidots is strongly nonlinear and perturbation the-
ory cannot explain the experimental data. The ac re-
sponse of A and B samples is similar in the point-by-
point mode. However, in the swept field mode there is
a qualitative difference between losses for samples A and
B. Thus, at low magnetic fields, losses in sample B are
lower than in sample A. There are jumps in χ1, χ2 and
χ3 in high magnetic fields for sample B, but these quanti-
ties are smooth functions of the magnetic field in sample
A.
We demonstrate that field dependences of χ

′′

1 and χ3

have the same shapes in the point-by-point mode with
high accuracy. In the swept field mode the shapes of χ

′′

1

and χ3 are the same in the vicinity ofHc3. This similarity
has yet not been proved in the case of strong nonlinear
response that we encounter in our experiment.
The models developed in [5, 17] could describe the ac

response of the as-prepared sample. However, these mod-
els are not applicable to the sample with a row of anti-
dots. New models for samples with antidots have to be
elaborated. As well as further experimental studies of
samples with different lengths, wall thicknesses, sizes and
geometry of antidots row or array have to be carried out.
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